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New York District Court Rules on Trigger and Sufficiency of Notice in Long 

Tail Environmental Claim 
 
 

This case—from the Southern District of New York—is the latest in a long insurance coverage battle 

between Olin Corporation and its carriers (Olin Corporation v. Insurance Company of North America, 

____ F. Supp.3d ____ (2016 WL 6882858)(Nov. 21, 2016, S.D.N.Y. 2016).)  In this particular phase of 

the case, two sites—one in Connecticut and one in California—were at issue. With respect to the 

Connecticut site, Olin sought reimbursement of approximately $1.7 million in defense fees incurred to 

defend against litigation involving allegations of environmental contamination at a city disposal site from 

a carrier that provided insurance after the contaminating events occurred. Insurance Company of North 

America (INA) argued that the underlying complaint did not allege that the contamination was continuous 

during its policy period and therefore on its face the complaint did not trigger the duty to defend. The 

court rejected that argument pointing out that the Second Circuit had previously held that so long as 

migration of contamination occurs at a site during the policy period, property damage under a later policy 

period the duty to defend would be triggered "even though the dumping took place outside the policy 

period and the complaints did not specify when the migration occurred." (Id.)  

 

The second dispute involving a site located in Chula Vista, California. For that site, INA made a number of 

arguments concerning late notice and sufficiency of that notice. The court rejected a late notice defense 

with respect to a state suit involving the site but found issues of fact precluded judgment with respect to 

the reasonableness of defense fees incurred to defend that suit and whether late notice precluded a claim 

involving a separate suit involving the site.   
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